or philosophy, Beasley adds to his weight by attaching him to the more substantial racial figure of Gobineau, who had been de tocqueville's secretary. this is a difficult gambit as Bagehot never read Gobineau, nor did de tocqueville pay much attention to him. Further, as far as one can tell, Beasley's other subjects did not read either Gobineau or de tocqueville. that is, darwin, the duke of Argyll, weld, and Gordon managed their intellectual affairs without assistance from these sources. it seems that Greene misled Beasley. rather than selecting Bagehot, it would have been better for Beasley to have had chapters on darwin's friend lubbock, or on some ethnographers darwin read or met, such as J. F. Mclennan or l. H. Morgan. these would have been better choices if one was attempting to evaluate darwin's racism. though these two books treat darwin differently, they suffer from the same flaws. Both employ a general explanation of racial theory that centers on darwin or darwinism when this is not borne out by their arguments. it would seem that an ideological approach is too vague to be helpful in directing studies of the ways in which racism interacted historically with science: it shifts the attention away from evidence that would illuminate how shifting patterns of science have interacted with racism. tate's fine-grained study thus argues that Victorian poetry puts into question a series of oppositions between poetry and science, feeling and thought, and expression and analysis. the strength of The Poet's Mind is its productive complication of the more straightforward narrative that Victorian poetry increasingly privileged science, thought, and analysis. rather, these poets worked closely with evolving psychological theories of the period, which questioned any clear separation between analysis and feeling, between metaphysical and material versions of interiority, and between mind and body-thus showing each to be complexly enmeshed in a new account of the embodied mind. tate aims to correct a tendency in today's criticism, which often unwittingly recreates the nineteenth-century view of a separation between poetry and psychology, "reinforcing divisions, between thought and feeling or between mind and body" (185). His book thus Mcdonald, who is himself a respected poet, has an unfailing ear for nuance; however intricate his reading of a lyric may be-and they sometimes extend for many pages-it is so well wrought as never to feel dubious or strained.
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the past fifteen years have seen a resurgence of formalist criticism of nineteenth-century poetry, with a particular emphasis on prosody, but there has been no major work on rhyme to complement important recent books on Victorian meter. in this sense Sound Intentions offers a timely contribution. But Mcdonald does not try to position his work within current critical conversations. He seldom mentions contemporary critics
